
Protein design

Motivations:
Understand forces that determine protein structure/function
Prediction/design of novel folds (Structural genomics)
Design of novel activities
Design of novel materials

Considerations:
Computation focuses on stable folds but doesn't incorporate other features
that contribute to in vivo folding (kinetics, interactions, turnover, etc)
Is not restricted by experimental constraints on library size (transformation
efficiency, etc.)
Sequence alignment and structure provide basis for the idea of conserved
elements required for stabilizing a protein fold



Protein diversity has accumulated over a loooonnngg time

Alignment of protein sequences reveals conserved closely and distantly related
families

Alignment of protein structures reveals convergence of fold and function, or extreme
divergence of sequence

Mutation can create altered function proteins; gene duplication; recombination

Circular permutation of genes (N and C-termini are close); inteins

Deletions and insertions

Mutations that result in loss of function cannot accumulate unless the gene/protein is
non-essential (or duplicated); may later provide a selective advantage



Fold elements found in protein structure











Multidomain proteins

Combinations of modular domains
some domains very versatile; some not
one protein → many functions

combinatorial response to multiple signals





Experimental approach

Cassette mutagenesis to randomize several positions simultaneously

Selection of functional mutants using lambda repressor activity
     -resistance to killing by phage lambda mutant lacking lambda repressor
     -expression of active mutant will block lysis by mutant phage
 























Design principles

Need a stable hydrophobic core with constrained rotamer conformation for individual
side chains (high stability can be achieved without a well-ordered core)
Core depends on three-dimensional arrangement of secondary structure elements and
vice versa (breaking a helix, over/underpacking a core)
Natural deviations in core and surface can be associated with disease states resulted
from misassociated to misfolded proteins
Amino acid diversity is ultimately required to reflect naturally occuring proteins
Solution experiments on designed proteins can test the computational methods









Random libraries - the QLR experiment













Used non-natural
amino acid and D-
proline





Zn-free Zn-finger

Design included all residues but started
with a known three-dimensional fold

Used an automated side-chain selection
algorithm that considers both side-
chain:backbone and side-chain:side-
chain interactions.

Dead-end elimination is a combinatorial
search to find the minimum energy.
Rotamers that are not compatible with
the global minimum energy are
eliminated

Restrictions imposed on core vs.
surface position composition

No stabilization by disulfides or
cofactors

6/28 identical residues; 11/28 similar









Iterative process:
Select a topology and set constraints
Assemble three-dimensional models
using 3- and 9-redisue fragments from
the PDB with secondary structures
consistent with the initial model
(ROSETTA)

Carry out search of rotamer
combinations. Some amino acid
identities are restricted (core/surface).
Optimize and minimize in residue-
windows.
Carry out independent simulations to
minimize.

Resulting sequence is unique (no good
homolog by BLAST search)



Biophysical characterization

Protein is:

soluble

stable

monomeric

unfolds cooperatively

Energy function used in
minimization of structure
corresponds to reality



Crystal structure
solved using molecular
replacment with design
model

Comp. model Xtal structure




